“Building Capacity Using Technology for Recruiting, Continuity, and Leadership.”

What to look forward to:

● Networking, discussion, and sharing ideas and strategies for how to run our sites more effectively, specifically concerning Continuity and the role of Technology

● Presentations by Jason Courtmanche and Jane Cook (CWP-Storrs) & NWP representatives, including Paul Oh

● Writing exercises, site-specific & cross-site group work

● Leave the retreat with practical ideas and plans for ways to build capacity by implementing, expanding, and improving the uses of Technology in the areas of Recruitment, Continuity, and Leadership

Sites Attending:

- Boston WP
- Buzzards Bay WP
- Western Mass. WP
- U. of Maine WP
- Plymouth WP
- NWP in Vermont
- Rhode Island WP
- Central CWP
- CWP-Fairfield
- CWP-Storrs

Registration Process:

● 18 double-rooms reserved
● Guaranteed 4 guests per site
● CWP-Storrs will make all room reservations
● Identify a contact person from each site to organize attendees
● Contact Jason directly with names of guests attending
● Need to know if more or fewer than 4 people per site are attending to coordinate appropriately

jason.courtmanche@uconn.edu

Conference held at:
Nathan Hale Inn & Conference Center
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Ct
http://www.nathanhaleinn.com/

IMPORTANT DATES

CONFERENCE: APRIL 9-10, 2010
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: FEB. 1, 2010